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Downey prepares for
final home game

30°

54°

Senior looks to cap amazing career
with strong performance against Tide
Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

He may be No. 2 on the roster, but he’s No. 1 for the South Carolina
basketball team.
As Devan Downey prepares for his final regular season home game
tonight at the Colonial Life Arena, USC and the Southeastern Conference
look back on what has been one of the more remarkable careers in recent
Gamecock history.
“He’s just been a terrific player, there is not much else you can say,”

Gamecocks face Eagles
Softball travels to Rock
Hill for their 51st matchup
against Winthrop.

See page 15

Va n d e r b i l t c o a c h K e v i n
Stallings said. “His scoring
h a s b een phenomen a l, h i s
ability, his skill of the ball has
been phenomenal; he’s just been a
terrific college basketball player.”
Downey’s career in the SEC began
gan in
rather unusual fashion. After averaging
aging
nearly 37 points per game — including
ding
a modern-day S.C. record of 67 in one
game - and over six assists in high
gh
school , the Chester native chose
se
to play for coach Bob Huggins at
Cincinnati.
But Dow ney never played for
Huggins that year — a year in which
he was named a member of the Big
g East’s
All-Rookie team – but instead for
or interim
coach Andy Kennedy.
“I don’t know why he didn’t come
me to school
here to begin with,” former USC
C coach Dave
Odom said. “I always got the feeling that he
thought other programs were better.
ter. And he could
accomplish more at other places.”
So when the season concluded
d — ironically to a
home loss to South Carolina in thee National Invitational
Tournament — Downey packed
d his bags and returned
home to South Carolina, this timee to be a Gamecock.
“When we beat them, when we beat Cincinnati, I think it
elevated the University of South Carolina in his eyes,” Odom
said. “When he made the decision
n to transfer,
transfer I think we were
more of a viable option at that time than we might otherwise had been.”
Downey had to sit out the year after transferring, and watched as USC
struggled to a 14-16 finish.

Ben Fine / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Music Festivals
Include music festivals
in your summer plans.
Events occur at various
locations across the
country.

See page 10

Opinion Grab Bag
Columnists share their
thoughts on racial
profiling at Fort Jackson.
Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

See page 9
in sexual activity.
The project does this by creating awareness about
the importance of condom use, presenting abstinence
as 100 percent effective in preventing pregnancy and
sexually transmitted infections and encouraging
Kristyn Winch
campus-wide behavior incorporating condom usage
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
as part of a healthy lifestyle.
The first two seasons of Project Condom received
The Russell House Ballroom was transformed
extensive local, national and international publicity
into a fashion runway Tuesday night when student
and praise from the college health community,
designers showcased their creations as part of Project
according to Carrico. Colleges across the country
Condom: Season 3.
have contacted USC asking for tips and advice for
Ryan Wilson, t he Sex ual Healt h Program
hosting their own versions of Project Condom.
Coordinator in t he St udent Healt h Ser vices
Representatives from the University of Georgia
department and his colleagues were inspired to
were in attendance at Tuesday’s
create the event by a Brazilian
event to observe and learn how
de s i g ner n a me d A d r i a n a
to develop a similar program.
Bertini, who created clothing
One Condoms prov ided
made f rom condoms, said
the condoms that designers
Nicole Carrico, a representative
used. The company donates 5
from the USC student health
percent of its sales in support
services department.
of “programs that educate the
“Ryan and his colleagues
public and empower consumers
thought they could adapt that
to share their knowledge with
concept to engage students in
ot hers,” accord i ng to t he
safe sexual health practices and
mission statement on its Web
behaviors on our campus,” she
site.
said.
Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Students worked in teams of
The goal of Project Condom Winners Larry Lee Woods Jr., Riley Long
three or more to create original
is to promote safe sex ua l and their model Vanessa De Los Rios.
designs made primarily out of
activity on campus. According
condoms. Regular clothing
to a recent University of South
or fabric could be used as the
Carolina survey, 74 percent of University students
base for an outfit and condoms could be attached.
reported they were sexually active last year, but only
Contestants could design for a model of any gender,
half of them reported using condoms when engaging
shape, or size that promotes a healthy body image. 19

Guest judge Santino Rice rated
groups’ condom-adorned garments

(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172

Mix

NEWS

Project Condom
Check out all the photos of
the models and audience
who took part in Project
Condom: Season 3
Tuesday night.

Online @

www.DailyGamecock.com

student groups participated in this year’s competition.
Carrico said that she had to turn down students
who wanted to compete because the competition had
reached maximum capacity.
“The competition has grown tremendously, not
just in numbers of students involved, but throughout
the college health community,” Carrico said. “As far
as engagement on our campus is concerned, our first
year saw 10 student groups participating and this year
we’ve got very diverse teams participating from all
areas of campus including sororities, multicultural
affairs, peer health educators and many more.”
This year’s Project Condom included a new
category for designs: abstinence garments. Students
participating in this category preferred to promote
abstinence as an optimal approach to sexual health.
“Our department always advocates abstinence as
the optimal method of safe sexual health and now
Project Condom reflects that,” Carrico said.
Each design had a theme and designers were asked
to explain their theme and how it relates to college
sexual health.
Santino Rice, a designer featured on season two of
Bravo network’s TV show “Project Runway,” was a
special guest judge at Tuesday night’s event. Audience
members also had the opportunity to vote for their
favorite designs via text message.
“This is an incredible event,” Rice said. “These
designers have put a lot of work into what they
created.”
The winning design was created by a Men and
Masculinity class and the theme was the “Nifty
50s.” Lee Woods, a third-year psychology and
Condom ● 5
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SG BANQUET CAPS YEAR
Student Government members
gather to celebrate annual
progress at Colonial Life Arena
Josh Dawsey

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Behind the thousands of decisions made
every year, inside the Student Government
Office is a large contingency of people.
Many work behind the scenes, setting up
different events and programs for the student
body. Others work to find agreement on
issues so legislation won’t stall inside Senate
chambers. And regardless of the tension that
sometimes plagues the organization, the group
is a friendly, collegial body who seem to enjoy
each other’s company.
That was on display Tuesday night at the
annual SG banquet inside the Colonial Life
Arena. Organization members came together
to thank one another for a year of efforts inside
the organization.
“We’ve had our ups and downs, but we’ve
had one of the most active Student Senates
in the history of USC,” outgoing VP Alex
Stroman said. “I’m proud of the work this
organization has accomplished.”
For some, it’s one of their last official
appearances as SG members.
“These people have become very much like
my second family,” outgoing SG President
Meredith Ross said. “I’m going to miss this
organization.”
Executive officers used the banquet to give
out awards and deliver their farewell addresses
to the organization. Stroman reminded the
organization to not dwell on negative headlines
and push forward with new initiatives even

after he exits SG in two weeks.
There were accomplishments throughout
the past year, including working toward a
textbook rental program, a turn signal in the
Greek Village, wireless Internet throughout
campus, a gubernatorial showcase this fall and
more.
Also, it looks likely SG will pass a new
constitution, giving graduate students a much
larger say in the organization.
Both Ross and Stroman spent much of their
time thanking their chief of staffs. Ross, who
will move to Arizona in the fall with Teach for
America, donated her office plant to her chief
of staff Alex Ott as a gift.
Jerry Brewer, USC’s vice president of student
affairs , delivered the closing address. He
jokingly made fun of all the officers, calling
Stroman’s hometown of Chester a “place where
they had to widen the roads to put a line down
the middle.” He told Ross she was the “rose
between the two thorns,” referring to outgoing
Treasurer Ebbie Yazdani and Stroman.
And since Yazdani is a new founding father
of Beta Theta Pi, Brewer told him he was now
a “frat boy.”
The leaders were quick to thank Brewer
for his support this year, and they also gave
gratitude to SG Coordinator Theresa Sexton
and graduate assistant Katie Spell.
Sexton came on board within the past year
and she has been admired by some members
of organization for her calm demeanor and
friendly personality.
“I only wish I was around for two more years
to work with Theresa,” Ross said. “You guys
are so lucky to have her.”

Corrections:
In Tuesday’s off-campus housing tab, the quick facts boxes for Riverside and Granby
Mills contained mistakes due to a printing error. Here is how the boxes should have
run in Tuesday’s edition. The Daily Gamecock regrets the error.

Riverside
803-772-2200

www.riversidecolumbia.com
800 Alexander Road, Cayce, SC
Monday-Friday: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday: Noon to 5 p.m.
Bedroom options: 2 or 4
2-bedroom: walk-in closet and individual
bathroom, 4-bedroom: 2 bathrooms
2-bedroom: $565, 4-bedroom: $445
Utilities included
Furnished
4-bedroom does not have walk-in closets
Courtesy officer
Next year will have campus shuttle
No pets allowed
Driving 5 minutes from campus. 1 mile
from campus

Individual leasing
Roommate matching offered
1 t a n n i ng bed, Pool, Ten n is cou r t ,
basketball court, fitness facility and a
business center
Online rent payment available
$150 security deposit for new leases
1 unassigned parking spot per resident;
approximately 50 guest spots
-Robin

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Courtesy of riversidecolumbia.com

Granby Mills
803-753-7579

Chad Simmons / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

SG Vice President Alex Stroman enjoys Tuesday’s SG Banquet with SG VP-elect Taylor Cain.

http://www.millsliving.com/
510 Heyward Street, Columbia, SC
Monday-Friday: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Bedroom options: 2, 4
2-bedroom: 2 bathrooms, 4-bedroom: 2
bathrooms
2-bedroom: $1,000-$1,100, 4-bedroom:
$1,400-$2,000
Water, trash and sewage utilities included
Not furnished
French door closets
Courtesy officers
No shuttles
Pets allowed. Breed restrictions. $350
one-time fee
Driving 2-3 minutes from campus. 3

blocks walking distance from campus
Group leasing
No roommate matching
Pool, outdoor and indoor basketball court,
sand volleyball tennis courts, f itness
facility
No online rent payment available
Security deposit is equal to a half month’s
rent
1 parking spot per bedroom; around 150
guest spots
-Christina

Alayana Dunkerly / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Balz shares political insight
‘The Battle for America 2008’ co-author spoke
Tuesday about his journey on campaign
Josh Dawsey

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The 2008 elections cycle was full of fascinating characters,
twisting storylines and surprising conclusions that left the
American political system in a far different place than it was
prior.
In vivid details and sharp dialogue, “The Battle for
America 2008,” draws off two years reporting and exclusive
interviews with the headline-makers of the longest, most
expensive campaign in history.
Co-author Dan Balz, a longtime political reporter from
The Washington Post, spent Tuesday on campus lecturing
and answering questions about the American political
system.
Balz first gave a lecture to political science professor Don

Fowler’s class. He followed his morning presentation with
a 75-minute presentation inside the Darla Moore School
of Business Tuesday afternoon, where his deep, intellectual
non-partisan answers left many in attendance impressed.
“He has such a deep experience in American politics,”
said Fowler, former chairman of the Democratic National
Convention. “There’s just nobody better than him.”
That was clear to John Boyd, a first-year business student.
“I loved it,” he said. “I thought the question and answers
brought up real issues that are pivotal to our country today.”
Balz covered the campaign for The Washington Post,
traveling the country and writing the stories that often
made the front cover. But he also spent time interviewing
those involved behind the scenes, promising embargoes on
interviews until after the election cycle ended for candid
answers about previous events.
“Campaigns are covered so closely now by the daily press,
the blogs, TV and more,” Balz said. “By the time it’s over,

Cody Arave / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Dan Balz speaks to students Tuesday afternoon in the BA.
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Race-based bussing abolished

Activists aim to throw Senator out

Secretary of State visits Chile

RALEIGH, N.C. — When North Carolina’s Wake
County decided to do away with race-based busing to
desegregate schools, local officials came up with a novel
solution to maintain balance.
The new method of assigning students by their socioeconomic background rather than race helped to keep
campuses integrated. Adopted in 2000, it quickly became
a blueprint for other school systems.
That policy, however, has never sat well with many
suburban parents — often white and middle class — who
argue that the student assignment plan sends their kids
too far from home. And a new school board, swept into
office by those vocal parents, appears poised to scrap it in
a vote scheduled for Tuesday afternoon, although dozens
of parents and students are lined up to speak against the
policy. Discussion began late Tuesday afternoon.
The issue has brought the term “segregation” and the
weight of history into recent school board meetings.
Some parents and students around the state capital are
now imploring their newly elected leaders to back away
from their plan to drastically alter the diversity policy.
“Please preserve the New South. Don’t take us back
to the Old South,” parent Robert Siegel told the school
board.
Reversing the diversity rules would follow a cascade of
similar shifts around the South, and particularly in North
Carolina, which once was a model of desegregation. Now
the state is increasingly starting to mirror an era many
thought had past: On one side of the state, in the coastal
town of Wilmington, an elementary school of several
hundred students has just one who is black. On the other,
in the banking hub of Charlotte, a primary school of
similar size has just one student who is white.
In the military town of Goldsboro, starkly divided
schools have led civil rights leaders to accuse local school
officials of creating “an apartheid district.”
Ron Margiotta, the new board chairman in Wake
County, vowed that the change there was in the interest of
students because it would allow parents more options and
refocus families on the schools in their neighborhood. He
bristled at any suggestion that the move had something to
do with race.
“It’s something that offends me,” Margiotta said in an
interview. “Nobody’s going to go back to Jim Crow days.”
The diversit y policy in Wake Count y became a
popular model in 2007, when the Supreme Court limited
the use of race in how districts assign students. Its
current policy sends students to schools to achieve socioeconomic diversity, which also improved racial diversity
by frequently sending lower income black children from
the city’s center to predominantly white schools in the
suburbs. Some schools also created magnet programs to
attract students from other neighborhoods with advanced
courses in foreign language, science and other topics.

TRENTON, N.J. — Conservative Tea Party activists
in New Jersey should have the right to try to throw a
Democratic U.S. senator out of office, their lawyer argued in
a state appeals court Tuesday, even though he acknowledged
it is unlikely their effort would succeed.
The appellate panel should wait to weigh in on the group’s
recall effort against Sen. Robert Menendez until after the
activists collect the 1.3 million voter signatures they would
need to put the question on the ballot, said lawyer Daniel
Silberstein, representing the Committee to Recall Robert
Menendez.
“We are not arguing today for Sen. Menendez’s recall,”
Silberstein told the panel. “We are arguing simply for the
right to express our dissatisfaction with Sen. Menendez.”
The three appeals judges gave no timetable Tuesday
for making a decision in the case, which pits the state
constitution against the U.S. Constitution.
“Tea party” coalitions have formed around the country
to speak out against President Barack Obama and the
Democratic-controlled Congress.
RoseAnn Salanitri, a spokeswoman for NJ Tea Parties
United and the Sussex County Tea Party, which are behind
the move to throw out Menendez, said the committee is
targeting him because he supports health care reform,
which they oppose, and because of his past votes in favor of
government spending. She said the group is not pleased with
New Jersey’s other Democratic senator, Frank Lautenberg,
but is not targeting him because at age 86, he is unlikely to
seek another term.
Menendez will be up for re-election in 2012. Lautenberg
would face voters again in 2014.
Menendez lawyer Marc Elias argued that the petition
drive should be halted now because voters do not have
the right under the U.S. Constitution to recall a federal
legislator.
Elias said a U.S. Supreme Court ruling in a term limits
case clearly spelled out situations that would create a
midterm vacancy of a federal lawmaker: death, expiration of
the term, or expulsion by the Senate. He said the high court
was unified in its position that there is no right to recall a
federal legislator.
Donna Kelly, an assistant New Jersey attorney general,
argued that it would be misleading for voters to be asked to
sign a recall petition then later told they’re not legally part
of the process.
“The supremacy clause of the U.S. Constitution has
historically trumped even state constitutions,” said Ben
Dworkin, director of the Rider University Institute for New
Jersey Politics. “There is no reason to believe it doesn’t in
this case as well.”
New Jersey is one of 18 states that allow voters to recall
statewide elected officials. However, there is no right to
recall congressmen or senators under the U.S. Constitution.

SANTIAGO, Chile — U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton made a small dent in Chile’s growing
needs following a massive earthquake, handing over 25
satellite phones Tuesday while promising more in the
country’s capital.
“We stand ready to help in any way that the government
of Chile asks us to. We want to help Chile who has done
so much to help others,” Clinton said during a brief visit
to Chile that took her nowhere near areas with heavy
damage. She spent most of her time at an undamaged area
of the airport.
Clinton toured an area of the airport where tea, flour
and other supplies were being loaded into boxes for
shipment to parts of the country where supplies are short.
Meeting with the country’s president-elect, Clinton
said she is sure Chile is handling the disaster well. She
said there has been no discussion of sending U.S. troops
to help distribute aid or keep order, as was done in
Haiti following the far more deadly earthquake there in
January.
Clinton gave one of the donated phones directly to
current President Michelle Bachelet, who had said shortly
after Saturday’s pre-dawn quake that her country did not
need much help from other nations. That changed as the
magnitude of the disaster became clear — power, water,
food and medical care are urgent needs in the country’s
second-largest city Concepcion, and along a coast hit by
both the quake and a resulting tsunami.
The United States has pledged addit ional help,
including a field hospital with surgical facilities that
Clinton said is “ready to go.”
The United States is sending more satellite phones,
which work in areas where land lines and cell phone
towers are out of commission. Chile identified the phones
as a high priority, Clinton said.
Also on the way are eight water purification systems,
generators, medical equipment and supplies. Other
donations could include mobile kitchens, temporary
bridges and helicopters. The amount of such aid will
depend on what Chile requests, Clinton said.
If the initial U.S. donation seems small, U.S. officials
say it is in part a reflection of Chile’s initial reluctance to
ask for more. U.S. officials said Chile would not have to
repay any U.S. assistance.
Chile’s neighbors have already acted.
Argentina on Monday flew in an Air Force C-130 with
much of a hospital — including a surgical and intensive
care unit, ambulance and laboratory — three water
treatment plants and power generation units, the military
announced.
Five other planeloads of aid were supposed to arrive by
Tuesday night.

— The Associated Press
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Get Your Car Ready for Spring Break!

FACEBOOK

Get Ready for our
Woman’s
Seminar in April!

Become a fan of
The Daily Gamecock
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“We take the worry out of your car care”
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Know You Car
Meet with mechanics and police officers to receive a free
vehicle inspection.
WHEN: Today from 2:00 to 3:00 pm
WHERE: 2nd floor of the Pendelton Street Garage

FREE!
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people feel like they know
everything there is to know
about the campaign.”
The goal of the book was
to weave an intricate set of
stories together, putting the
suspense back into a drama
played out in a 24/7 news
cycle. Balz and co-author
Haynes Johnson chose to
weave together interesting
stories a nd exclusive
inter v iews for a deeper,
insightful look.
I n a D e c e mb e r 20 0 8
interview, then Presidentelect Barack Obama
told Balz he thought the
campaign was like a novel.
“A nd he said he wasn’t
even the most interesting
character,” Balz said.
Take the stor y of Rev.
Je r e m i a h Wr i g ht , w ho
a l mo st der a i led Ba r ac k
O b a m a ’s p r e s i d e n t i a l
aspirat ions wit h his offcolored com ment s i n a
Chicago pulpit.
The story of Bill Clinton’s
troubles in SC, where Balz
sa id he “devast ated a nd
caused a derisive rift” in
his wife’s campaign with
insensitive comments that
offended many blacks.
O r t he s u r p r i s e pic k
of Sa ra h Pa l i n by Joh n
McCain’s campaign, a move
that most experts say ended
any hopes he held of leading
the United States.
Often overlooked, Balz
said, is Obama’s resurgence
from a struggling candidate
to one of the most gifted
orators ever seen.
“ We a l l k n e w t h i s
campaign would be
i ntere st i ng,” Ba l z sa id.
“But we had no idea how
interesting this campaign
would be.”
His lect ure ranged on
more t han t he recent lyreleased book. Most of those
in the audience wanted to
know his take on current
issues, and he focused much
of his lecture on the ongoing
problems of the Beltway.
Obama’s sagging approval
rat i ng s a nd i nabil it y
to cont rol t he me s sage
on hea lt h c a re a nd t he
economy have surprised
almost everyone, Balz said.
It’s a direct contrast from
Inauguration Day, where
many expected the country
to rally behind Obama and
end eight years of f ierce
partisanship.
Democrats are destined to
lose seats in the upcoming
midterm elections,
according to Balz. Some
even t h i n k Republ ica ns
could control the Senate and
the House once again.
Balz out lined many
potential reasons for the
continued partisanship and
Obama’s struggles.
Many think the president
h a s t r ied to t ac k le to o
much at once, leading the
American people to foster a
growing distrust. Others say
Obama hasn’t been a decisive
enough leader, losing control
of the message and allowing
Republicans to take over.
“A nd y ou c a n’t
overestimate how important
the economy’s been to the
souring ratings,” Balz said.
The oft-changing hands
of America’s politics have
left many leaders worrying
more about politics and less
about effective governing.
“Destroying the opponent
i s t he pr i nc ipa l mo du s
operandi,” he said.
Balz said the system still
fascinates him. He’ll return
to Washington today, where
he’ll go back to covering the
White House, Congress and
their intersection for the
paper.
“W hat you get to do is
watch history in the making
up-close. Your job is to try
to render that history in as
much detail and as much of
a critical eye as possible,”
Balz said. “It’s both a great
cha l lenge a nd a g reat
privilege.”

sociology student, and Riley Long, a third-year psychology
student, designed the dress and second-year human resource
management student Vanessa De Los Rios modeled the
winning creation. The design featured a modest neckline and
hemline similar to what was in style in the 1950s. A calla lily
was in the center of the bodice to represent femininity and
female anatomy.
Although the fashion show was free for students, faculty
and staff, those in attendance were encouraged to donate
spare change to Teen Expressions 2010, a project sponsored
by the South Carolina Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy.
Teen Expression is an annual publication that features poetry,
artwork and personal stories from teens. All work is related to
teen pregnancy.
“We have been approached by the South Carolina
Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy to do a statewide
competition,” Carrico said. “We’ve also considered partnering
with other colleges and universities. This is just in the works
right now, but we could be taking it to a much broader
audience in the future.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Help support the Eichorn family
Late last month, USC student James “Jimmy” Eichorn fell from his window
in the Sigma Nu fraternity house and is still receiving medical care. If you
wish to support the Eichorn family during this initial period of uncertainty to
defray costs and expenses you can contribute funds in the following ways:
You can send a check to Paul Peralta c/o Moore & VanAllen at 100 North
Tryon Street Suite 4700 Charlotte, NC 28202. Please make the check out to
Paul Peralta and address the envelope: In care of Jimmy Eichorn Fund.
Or you can send a donation by credit card or bank transfer through PayPal.
You can now donate using your credit card without setting up a PayPal
account. Use the link below, enter the amount you would like to donate, and
click the update total button.
Donate at: ht tps://w w w.paypal.com/cgi-bin/
webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=DYCUMD5EHDWTQ

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

— From the “Pray for Jimmmy” group on Facebook

Action Ahmad

Jawad Ahmad doesn’t wait for success to ﬁnd him.
Every day, he’s showing the world what he’s made of.
Every day, he’s feeding his life, his career and his future.

Feed your future at www.pwc.tv

© 2010 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. “PricewaterhouseCoopers” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delaware limited liability partnership) or, as the
context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network or other member firms of the network, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. We are proud to
be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Earn Free Under Armour Gear!

MenÊ’s basketball
3/3 vs. alabama
woMenÊ s tennis
3/5 vs. LSU ’
3/7 vs. Arkansas
3/9 vs. wake forest
Baseball
3/7 vs. clemson
3/9 vs. valparaiso

• 2000 Square Feet Tri-level Townhomes
• Huge Closets
• 24-hour Fitness Center
• Large Patios
• New Internet Café and Coffee Bar
• Shuttle To And From Campus And
The Five Points Area

Upper level

rates as

low as

$444

7pm
2pm
1pm
1pm

Entry level
leve
leveel

2pm
7pm

Lower
wer level

$500 Si
gn
on Bonu
s
for 4BR

for more official rules and guidelines visit

gamecocksonline.com

See Ofﬁce for full details.

1051 Southern Drive • Columbia, SC • (803) 255-0170 • www.CBeech.com

AT T E N T I O N
ALL PRIOR AND POTENTIAL STAFFORD LOAN BORROWERS
UNIVERSITY ENTERS THE FEDERAL DIRECT LOAN PROGRAM
All University of South Carolina students who wish to receive a Federal Stafford Loan beginning
with the Fall 2010 Semester will receive this loan through the Federal Direct Loan (DL) Program.
This program provides stability in funding and a predictable loan process through repayment.

Before you leave for spring break, we urge you to complete the following two steps to ensure
the timely availability and receipt of your loan funds for the upcoming fall semester.
1. Sign your Federal Direct Stafford Loan Master Promissor y Note (MPN)
online at https://dlenote.ed.gov/empn/index.jsp using your Federal Student
Aid PIN. All borrowers will need to sign a new MPN because you will be
borrowing from a new lender, the U.S. Department of Education.

2. If this is your first time receiving a federal student loan at the University
of South Carolina, you must complete Entrance Loan Counseling online at
https://www.dlssonline.com/borrower/EntrCounselingPage.do?cmd=doStart

Note: Both of these requirements may be linked via our office webpage at www.sc.edu/financialaid
under Announcements. Additional information about the Direct Loan Program is also available.

Be sure to watch your USC email and regular postal mail for updates from our office.

OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS
1714 College Street • Columbia, SC 29208 • Phone: 803-777-8134 • Email: uscfaid@sc.edu • Webpage: www.sc.edu/financialaid

RHA

RHA votes on Hall of Leaders

Bragging rights are better
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you can get unlimited calling to your
top 10 numbers and our 80 million
customers. It’s the best value in wireless.
Included with any Nationwide Family SharePlan® with 1400
anytime minutes or more (activation fees, taxes, and other
charges apply.)*

Though proposal for ice
machine creates debt, funding
comparably adequate
Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER

On Tuesday night, RHA met to discuss
final allocation allotments and to vote on the
Hall of Leaders Award as well as sharing their
thoughts on a past SCORE conference held in
Charleston.
Capstone Residence Hall presented its
proposal for a new ice machine. Representatives
of Capstone researched economical and energy
efficient machines and chose a $2,700 model
that will be located in their basement. Reasons
behind the need for an ice machine include
day-to-day use, minor resident injuries and hall
government events.
Although this puts the residence hall’s
overall budget in the red, it ultimately costs
less than every resident having a mini-fridge
with a freezer in his or her room. Without
any other allocations this year, Capstone has
been planning the budget for the ice machine
since February and has already spoken to the
Director of Housing Facilities James Sherry. A
representative of West Quad said that he lived
in Capstone over the summer and claimed
that it is needed. The motion was carried by
members of RHA and the ice machine was
approved.
The Hall of Leaders award was voted upon
after six representatives — Laurent Stitzlein,
Jim Ma n n i ng, Brad W il l ia ms, Der rel l
Brown, Dominique Lamas, Ami Emery and
Dominique Grate — were nominated by their
RHA peers. The winner will be announced at
the RHA Banquet on April 13. Previously, the
winner of the award was required to be a junior
or a senior, but according to Kim McMahon,

director of Campus Life, anyone in RHA is
allowed to receive the award.
In addition, members who attended SCORE
on Feb. 19 at the College of Charleston
discussed what they enjoyed the most from the
conference and what they hope to bring back to
their residence halls. Treasurer of RHA Derrell
Brown said he attended a communication
program which taught him how to relate to
people in everyday situations.
“It brought me back to point A,” he said.
RHA Vice President Brad Williams attended
the program “Are You Ready to Tailgate” in
which residence halls joined together to cheer
on their team during away games. Working
with Clemson, Williams said that he enjoyed
learning alongside the rival school and that it
was the first time he had seen such a merge.
Overall, everyone agreed that the University
is pretty well off compared to other schools
when it comes to the residence hall’s budget.
“Smaller schools depend on Resident
Mentors, not hall government, to participate
in RHA,” said RHA President Jim Manning.
“[The conference] showed me how well off we
are in terms of financial structure.”
D u r i ng t he meet i ng, Mc Cl i ntock
representatives said they raised $75 for Relay
for Life during their bake sale and Capstone’s
elevator boycott held on Monday was a huge
success. From 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Capstone
residents climbed 8,696 flights of stairs.
“It was really cool,” said Capstone Senator
Lauren Stitzlein. “I did not expect it.”
Maxcy representatives said they will be
holding a silent auction held in the Capstone
Ballroom to raise funds for Haiti from 7 to 9
p.m. on March 24.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Atheists trade porn
for Bibles in Texas
What’s a better read than the Bible? At the University
of Texas at San Antonio, one student organization would
suggest porn.
A college atheist group is offering students pornography
in exchange for Bibles. The campaign, “Smut for Smut,” has
been rallied by The Atheist Agenda group since 2005. The
group claims that because of some of the “smut-like” things
in the bible, people might as well be enjoying porn.
First off, where are these atheists even getting Bibles?
Are they stealing them from their mothers? This story
seems kind of funny and unreal, and after getting past
some Google headlines, it’s
Atheist Agenda still hard to believe this is going
on. Obviously this is an attempt
isn’t furthering the at sensationalism. One of the
organizers even said the whole
atheist cause, just point was to get people talking,
but what are they talking about?
making it seem Sure there are those people,
Christians and non-Christians,
who are clearly upset. Its hard
extreme.
not to be of fended when a
group compares your religious
text to pornography. But what about those people who don’t
really care one way or another, how does this campaign help
to spread the message of the atheist cause? Answer: it doesn’t.
They are not raising awareness for what atheism is, but
are instead perpetuating a negative, stereotypical image of
themselves by connecting atheism with immorality. When
many people think of an atheist, they automatically think
amoral. By attacking the Bible as smut and passing out porn
in a public setting, Atheist Agenda isn’t furthering the atheist
cause but instead making it seem extreme and hard to relate
to.
This campaign is blatantly offensive to a lot of people,
both Christians and atheists alike. Getting people talking
is good, but being blatantly offensive could hurt the cause
instead of fostering real discussions.

OPINION GRAB BAG
Was Fort Jackson scare profiling or just precaution?
Precaution. If these Arab soldiers
were b ei ng i nve st ig ated merely
because they were, well, Arabs, then
it’d be a different story. But, according
to an anonymous official cited in The
State, the “rumor started when several
disgruntled soldiers shot their mouths
off late last year.” As much as I’d like
to hate on Fox News and the Christian
Broadcasting Network for breaking
a bog us stor y, t h is invest igat ion
was warranted. Should’ve kept your
mouths shut.
— Ryan Quinn
Of course, we need to take every
allegation as seriously as possible;
we can’t afford not to. But we must
realize that these men are our soldiers.
We can’t be scared into mistrusting
the men who swear to protect us —
whatever their beliefs. All American
soldiers are soldiers first. They should
be treated accordingly.
— Michael Lambert

Precaution. Every allegation needs
to be taken seriously in order to protect
our soldiers. It is easy in the wake of
attacks like the one at Fort Hood to
target Arab soldiers based on their
ethnicity. However, it is important to
air on the side of safety and investigate
every accusation.
— Chelsey Seidel
Fort Jackson definitely had the right
to take the proper precaution they
did. We need our American soldiers
protected, and especially with the
incident at Fort Hood, security should
be more strict. But, I don’t think
military bases should freak out at the
sight of an Arab. We can’t racially
profile people unless there is a reason
to and an investigation can be made.
— Marilynn Joyner

Wal-Mart serves as entertaining one-stop shop
Competition important part
of capitalism, benefits of superstore
outweigh drawbacks
There is a place on this earth unlike any
other. It is a whimsical place full of wonder and
merriment where an individual can buy steak,
a hamster, a shotgun and new underwear all
while waiting for their prescription from the
doctor to be fi lled.
It’s Wal-Mart , folks, and, unless you have
been living under a rock, you have heard of
it and perhaps even visited one of the fine
establishment’s many locations.
Wal-Mart is the quintessential example of a
“one stop shop.” Sam Walton, the founder of
Wal-Mart Stores Inc., probably had no idea
of the magnitude and impact the Wal-Mart
empire would have on society when he started
the chain.
In one trip to Wal-Mart, I can easily buy
my glasses, groceries, have my nails done and
purchase all the Miley Cyrus clothing I want.
Sam Walton was a genius.

For those Wal-Mart haters accusing the
chain of driving out small business with its big
bad corporate decisions, back off.
Can’t handle a little friendly competition?
Maybe capitalism just isn’t for you. Perhaps
you would prefer to live in China.
Big bu si ne s s i s a he a lt hy pa r t of t he
economy and Wal-Mart provides convenience
and affordable products for everyone. It has
succeeded as a business because it provides
goods and services that people need.
Not only is Wal-Mart perfect
for all possible shopping needs,
but each t r ip to t he f r iend ly
giant also provides the shopper
w it h u n iq ue a nd s o me t i me s
unforgettable experiences. This
is largely because many people
who regularly shop at Wal-Mart
Chelsey
have no shame. Clowns, crossSeidel
dressers and people who think
Second-year
print journalism
mullets and belt buckles are still
student
in style often make shopping at
Wal-Mart a great opportunity to
laugh at someone else’s expense.
The characters one meets at Wal-Mart

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

provide an exceptional form of entertainment,
as the popular Web site “People of Walmart”
proves.
Some even love Wal-Mart so much that they
choose the store as the perfect place to tie the
knot.
Last year, t wo Wal-Mart employees in
California were hitched inside the store where
they met, dated and fell in love. Against the
general stereot ype, they were not cousins.
This was touching and extremely economical,
consider i ng ever y t h i ng t hey needed for
the wedding was right in the store anyway.
Especially during this recession, a Wal-Mart
wedding is great on the budget and even better
if you’re going for that casual, cleanup-on-aisle
12 feel.
I’m actually a little disappointed that this
couple beat me to the punch. It’s been a wellknown dream of mine to marry my soul mate
in Wal-Mart’s Home and Garden Center.

This past Thursday, one of
my best high school friends
was visiting me during his
spring break. After going
to Five Points for an hour
or two, he, two of my USC
friends and I were walking
back to Columbia Hall. My
USC friends walked ahead
of me and my visiting friend
walked behind
me, speak ing
on the phone.
A man of
about 20
walked quickly
b e t w e e n
a l l of u s , i n
Drew
dark clot hes.
Robinson Seconds later,
First-year
my v isit i ng
pre-law
student
f r iend ca l led
my name
and I turned, shocked, to
see the man holding him
agg ressively ag a i nst t he
fence with a gun to his face.
He was demanding money
and wasn’t accept ing my
friend’s offer of the only two
dollars he had in his pocket.
R e ac t i n g on i mpu l s e , I
offered my phone and wallet
to the assailant. He searched
me w it h t he g u n ba r rel
to my chest, empt ied my
pockets, then went through
my wallet and fled. In total,
he escaped with two dollars
in cash, my leather wallet
and my credit cards, which
I immediately canceled, and
insurance information.
According to my uncle,
w ho i s a r e t i r e d p ol ic e
colonel of t he Balt imore
Pol ice Depar t ment , t h is
man risked a jail sentence of
around 10 years for armed
r o b b e r y. A c c o r d i n g t o
CityRating.com, Columbia’s
robberies are 1.78 times the
national average while all
propert y crimes are 1.55
times the national average.
B u t w h a t i s U S C ’s
responsibility to its students
regarding this matter? No
one — not t he USC or
Columbia police, not the
University, not my friends
a nd I — i s r e s p o n s ible
for what happened except
the perpetrator. But there
s hou ld c le a rl y b e s o me
improvements or changes
regarding the safety of the
environment.
Because Colu mbia is
a col lege tow n, a lot of
emphasis is put on underage
drinking and crimes related
to it. The South Carolina
Law Enforcement Division
is constant ly look ing for
t ho se p o s se s si ng i l leg a l
IDs or drinking underage.
Underage drinking may be
a significant social issue, but
if as much time, energy and
police work was put into the
diversion of crimes such as
armed robberies, our cit y
would undoubtedly be safer.
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“It’s not enough that I
should succeed — others
should fail.”
— David Merrick
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Bands flock to music festivals
Sasquatch!, Bamboozle, Bonnaroo
among upcoming summer events; provide
multiple days, variety of artists across country
Mary Cathryn Armstrong
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

It’s the most wonderful time of the year. The weather is turning
warm and sweet, time becomes just another noun and the world looks
a little bit greener outside. Summer will be here before we know it,
and while the season brings lazy days and plenty of sun, there is also
something else in the air.
The might y music fest ival is summer’s crow n jewel, and t he
phenomenon sweeps all corners of the world into days-long jamfests
rain or shine. Fans swarm farms, parks, amphitheaters and valleys to
see their favorite artists in a vast number of festivals. Every festival is
different, so before you pack up the car or RV and truck it across the
country, make sure you know what you’re getting yourself into.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

VAMPIRE WEEKEND

SHE & HIM
When: May 1- 2
Where: East Rutherford, New Jersey
Web site: http://party.thebamboozle.com
What: Although this festival now caters to thousands of fans in
the Meadowlands Sports Complex , it originally began as a smaller
affair in 2003 at the famed Stone Pony in New Jersey. Created by John
D’Esposito, Bamboozle has since branched out of Jersey, with festivals
now in Anaheim and Chicago, as well as the Bamboozle Roadshow and
the Hoodwink Festival. Bamboozle 2010 offers the same big names and
local bands fans have grown to love, with Drake, Paramore and Weezer
headlining the festival.
And with nine stages total, fans can also get a taste of the mashup
stylings of Girl Talk or the indie rock of Matt & Kim served up daily.
Tickets can be purchased as single-day for $57 each or three-day passes
for $116. VIP three-day passes are also on sale for $300 each.

WEEZER
TENACIOUS D

When: June 10 - 13
Where: Manchester, TN
Web site: http://bonnaroo.com
What: Not all festivals are focused on music. Since its

OF

LEON

Courtesy of Myspace.com

Katie Crocker

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

beginning in 2002, the Bonnaroo Music and Arts Festival has
attracted thousands of fans from all walks of life and every
generation to experience the arts at their fi nest. Located on a
700 acre farm known as Great Stage Park , not only does the
fest showcase some of the best names in music, activities such
as the Silent Disco Tent , art workshops and yoga classes are
also offered to patrons in the buzzing activity center known
as Centeroo.
Bonnaroo also prides itself on its environmental awareness,
consistently updating their “green” efforts each year. This
year, Bonnaroo lived up to its name yet again, with acts such
as Kings of Leon, Kid Cudi, Tenacious D and Damian Marley
signing onto the Bonnaroo bill. Camping is the best way to
fully experience Bonnaroo, although RV parking is available.
Four-day passes are priced at $234.50, which includes both
campground access and parking.

as a venue to showcase the talents of both independent and mainstream acts. Always
held over Memorial Day Weekend in the Gorge Amphitheater in George, Washington,
Sasquatch! has attracted musical acts pulled from every genre, performing on three stages
cleverly named Sasquatch! Main Sasquatch Stage, Wookie Stage and Yeti Stage.
This year’s lineup is certainly no different, with artists ranging from electro-dance
powerhouse MGMT to singer-songwriter duo She & Him, as well as headliners like
Vampire Weekend and Pavement. Sasquatch! is also going green, with the festival being
100 percent wind-powered this year. Single-day tickets went on sale on Feb. 20 for $70 each,
which will increase to $80 May 24 and then $86 the day of the festival. Camping is offered,
with passes ranging from $99-$170.

KINGS

Novels written via
cell phone, published
online benefit authors

No v e l s a r e wo nd e r f u l
things, and getting published
is like jumping through five
fire hoops. However, if you
fall in publishing you can
usually drag yourself out and
try again.
Considering novels have
been around for approximately
525 years, it’s easy to think the
world has seen it all when it
comes to books.
However, a new trend that
began in 2007 has recently
surfaced, and it just may take
the world by storm: novels
written on phones.
Yes, it seems impossible that
anyone would be able to write
a 200-page novel on a screen
the size of a deck of cards, but
the tech savvy generation has
done it again. As texting has
grown in use, it has also bred a
series of controversies ranging
from outrageous cell phone
bills to carpal tunnel.
People have been able to
make an art out of being able
to text quickly and coherently.
Phones have been developed
with full keyboards that make
it easier. It should come as no
surprise that novels are now
being texted and uploaded to
Web sites.
The trend started in 2007
in Japan, with young writers
creating stories on various
subjects. The stories are often
first uploaded to Web sites,
where readers can comment.
Many of these online stories
have served as a springboard
for many of these aspiring
authors to get their novels
published. The format of these
stories is unconventional,
ranging from short blurts
of words to longer passages,
versus a regular chapter that
would feature a few pages of
text.
The books are hard to find
in America, as typing their
Japanese titles in A mazon
wields nothing but odd results.
A Google search will only
pull up a few news articles
and a Wikipedia page when
searching “cell phone novels.”
It seems that this craze, that
has swept certain sects of
Japan and caught some media
attention over the last three
years, is still very much under
the radar.
Thus the question remains,
i s t h i s a not her omen of
technology age that suggests
all novels w ill soon be
written by phone? It is hard
to disapprove of a new genre,
especially when much of the
print market is being racked
in the States, simply because
of people’s lack of interest for
anything not on the Internet.
Books are being
downloaded offline to reading
devices, so why not novels
written on phones? Rather
than dispel the cell phone
novel as anot her popular
trend, it could prove instead
to be a new phenomenon .
Printing novels online offers
a more eco-friendly option to
publishing.
These cell phone novels,
which can be read on Web
sites like tex t novel , have
proven themselves as a way
for potential authors to evade
a publishing system notorious
for turning down manuscripts.
Now writers can stop spending
t heir l ives at tempt i ng to
be published and use t he
Internet as a radical means of
self-publishing.

When: May 29 - 31
Where: George, Washington
Web site: http://sasquatchfestival.com
What: In 2002, concert-promoter Adam Zacks founded the Sasquatch! Music Festival

PARAMORE

Writers’ new
tool ensures
publication
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Leno’s return rates first in late night
Comedian’s premiere show back
as ‘Tonight Show’ host draws more viewers
than Letterman, ‘Nightline’
Joe Flint
MCT Campus

LOS ANGELES – Jay Leno returned as host of NBC’s “Tonight Show” with jokes
about Tiger Woods and Dick Cheney that made it seem like he never left.
There are millions of ways to spin Leno’s numbers. Almost three weeks of heavy
Olympics promotion, not to mention all the attention around NBC’s late-night soap
opera, meant there would be a lot of curiosity and sampling. Having Olympic star
Lindsey Vonn as a guest probably didn’t hurt either.
At the same time, it’s not like people don’t know what they’re getting when they tune
into Leno’s shows.
In other words, let’s just look at the numbers and not go too far down the road of what
does this all mean just yet.
Leno averaged 6.6 million viewers on Monday night, beating CBS’ David Letterman,
who averaged 3.8 million, and ABC’s “Nightline,” which drew 4.1 million viewers,
per Nielsen. Among adults ages 18 to 49, Leno was fi rst with a 1.6 rating, followed by
“Nightline” with a 1.3 and Letterman’s 1.1 rating. Each rating point equals 1.3-million
viewers in that demographic. For what it’s worth, Letterman was up in adults 18 to 49
Monday night.
Having digested those numbers, now we can go a little ways down the road. Leno’s 6.6
million viewers were fewer than Conan O’Brien averaged in his premiere and in his
fi nal show. However, in between Conan’s fi rst and last shows, he averaged 2.7 million
viewers and a 1.1 among adults 18 to 49. In other words, Leno can take a big hit in the
ratings later this week and still beat O’Brien’s average.
For the really curious, Leno’s last telecast in May, when he ended his fi rst run as
“Tonight Show” host, averaged 11.9 million, and his average last season was 5.14
million and a 1.4 rating in the 18-49 category.

Courtesy MCT Campus

Jay Leno returns to the 11:35 timeslot after seven months in primetime. The comedian
was at the center of controversy with Conan O’Brien last January.

Burton reimagines Alice in new film
Literary character has been transformed
many times across different adaptations
Joe Williams
MCT Campus

Alice Pleasance Liddell was 3 years old in 1855 when her family met a shy deacon named
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson in Oxford, England. She was 10 when she urged Dodgson to
make a book out of the stories he invented for the three Liddell girls on rowing trips. She was
11 when a mysterious rift ended their friendship. And she was 13 when “Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland” was published under the pen name Lewis Carroll and became an international
sensation.
The Alice in Carroll’s nonsensical story is 7 years old, born on the same date as Liddell
(May 4), and precisely 7 in the sequel, “Though the Looking Glass, and What Alice Found
There.” Yet many of the devotees who have adapted the Alice character for other media insist
on treating the girl as a curious adolescent and treating her trip down the rabbit hole as a
parable of initiation.
A film version from 1933, featuring W.C. Fields, Gary Cooper and Cary Grant among
Wonderland’s creatures, starred Charlotte Henry, who was 19.
“Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” was beloved by Vladimir Nabokov, who considered
it akin to his scandalous “Lolita” and translated Carroll’s book into Russian. The Jefferson
Airplane made Alice a mascot of the hookah-smoking, mushroom-eating counterculture of
the ‘60s.
In 1976, there was a soft-core porn “Alice in Wonderland” starring former Playboy
centerfold Kristine DeBell. In 1981, Meryl Streep, then 33, played the character in a
Broadway musical called “Alice in the Palace.”
And in Tim Burton’s “Alice in Wonderland,” which opens Friday, Alice (Mia Wasikowska)
is explicitly 19, with no memory of her previous visit to Wonderland. The Burton film is a
sequel of sorts, as the soon-to-be married Alice follows a harried hare back down the rabbit
hole and gets caught in a war between the Red Queen (Helena Bonham Carter) and the
White Queen (Anne Hathaway). Johnny Depp co-stars as the Mad Hatter.
The revisionism is even more extreme in a fantasy-book trilogy called “The Looking
Glass Wars” by Frank Beddor. In which the heroine is Alyss Heart, the exiled princess of
Wonderland, who seeks refuge from her murderous Aunt Redd. While Alyss is waiting for
her faithful bodyguard, Hatter Madigan, to spearhead her return to power, she tells her
tragic tale to Charles Dodgson — and is shocked when he turns it into a children’s story.
Beddor said last week from Hollywood that he wanted to liberate Alice from the bookshelves
of young girls and make her story a source of excitement for teen boys. His franchise also
includes a series of graphic novels called “Hatter M,” video games, a clothing line and
trading cards. Beddor said he was recently, met at Heathrow Airport by a band of angry
“Alice” aficionados waving placards that read “Off with his head!”
Yet Dodgson’s reputation is hardly pure. Although he was a mathematics professor with

a comfortable income, he never married, and some biographers have speculated that his
relationship with young Alice Liddell was romantic — or even sexual. An accomplished
photographer, Dodgson is known to have taken many seminude portraits of preteen girls,
including Alice, and the pages of his diary pertaining to this period were torn from their
bindings and presumably destroyed.
When the author and his muse were reunited for tea two decades later, he wrote in his
journal: “It was not easy to link in one’s mind the new face with the older memory — the
stranger with the so-intimately known and loved ‘Alice,’ whom I shall always remember as
an entirely fascinating seven-year-old maiden.” In the movie “Dreamchild,” the grown Alice
remembers his fascination as illicit.

Courtesy MCT Campus

Director Tim Burton’s “Alice in Wonderland” premieres this Friday. The film stars Mia
Wasikowska, Johnny Depp, Helena Bonham Carter and Anne Hathaway.

RELEASES
DVD

CD

“2012”
“Ponyo”
“Where the Wild Things Are”
“My Neighbor Totoro” (Special Edition)
“The Private Lives of Pippa Lee”
“Killshot”
“We Live in Public”
“The Beaches of Agnes”
“Alice (Miniseries)”
“Matlock: The Complete Fourth Season”

Lifehouse — “Smoke and Mirrors”
Benjy Davis Project — “Lost Souls Like Us”
Peter Gabriel — “Scratch My Back”
Groove Armada — “Black Light”
Jamie Foxx — “Body”
Natalie Merchant — “Leave Your Sleep”
Rogue Wave — “Permalight”
“Almost Alice” — Music Inspired by “Alice in
Wonderland”
Easton Corbin — “Easton Corbin”
DJ Khaled — “Victory”

Men’s Basketball
vs. Alabama at 7:00 pm March 3rd
Woman’s Basketball
SEC Tournament in Duluth, GA
vs. Mississippi at 12:00 pm March 4rd
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Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
What: Navigators Bible Study
When: 8 a.m.
Where: Russell House, Golden Key

What: Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance Weekly Meeting
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 302

What: Air Force ROTC Recruitment
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street

What: Santino Rice -- Project
Runway
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH Ballroom

Room

What: Voter Registration Drive
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Voices for Planned
Parenthood SOS Day
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: My Carolina T-Shirt Day
When: 12:30 p.m.
Where: Pickens Street Bridge
What: Student Senate Meeting
When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 322/326
What: NAACP at USC Meeting
When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH Theater

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene
TODAY

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

What: Omega Man Male Beauty
Pageant
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Nursing, Room 231
What: Golf Club Meeting
When: 8:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 203
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Men’s Basketball

Alabama
Today
7 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.

SANTINO RICE
8 p.m., Free to students w/ ID
Russell House Ballroom

TOMORROW

RANDY WEEKS WITH RAY BONNEVILLE
8 p.m., $6 in advance, $8 at door
THE WHITE MULE, 1530 MAIN ST.

TIM BARRY, NINJA GUN, SAY BROTHER
7 p.m. doors, $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

LOOK MEXICO, PATCHWORK MEDIC AND FULL
COLOR FOOTAGE
7:30 P.M. DOORS, $8
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

THE HORSE BOY
6 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

WACKY WEDNESDAY TRIVIA
8 p.m., free
Jillian’s, 800 Gervais St.

CROWNS
7:30 p.m., $25
Trustus Theatre, 520 Lady St.

03/03/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

A R I E S Consider a
partner’s demands early in
the day. This frees up time to
work on independent projects
that tickle your imagination.

TAU RUS Today, a l l
group members come together
to discuss the rationale for
a project. A n older person
presents irrefutable logic.
GE M I N I Log ic is
your strongest tool today.
Associates have imaginative
ideas that take work in an
independent direction.
C A NCER

W hile
spending t ime away from
home w it h associates,
you refocus thinking on a
household project.
LEO A partner or associate
offers clever insight into a

problem that has resisted
solution. This transforms a
great difficulty into a happy
conclusion.
V I R G O Ju s t a b o u t
everyone tells you how much
they appreciate your efforts
now. These compliments spur
your creative ideas.

LIBR A You r genera l
health benefits from creative
interaction with your favorite
person. This could involve
recreational sports or artistic
pursuits.
SCOR PIO
Yo u r
i m ag i n at ion h a s worked
over t i me, prov id i ng you
with the concepts you need
to create a practical, logical
scheme.

SAGITTARIUS Don’t
allow others to dismiss your
creative ideas. Restate your
position if necessary. Make
sure everyone gets your point.
C APRICORN Logic
s u g g e s t s t h at y o u b e n d
under pressure. The best
way to accomplish that is to
demonstrate generosity.
AQUARIUS Take time
today for rest and healing.
You’ve been pushing hard
enough, and now can relax
(easier to say than accomplish,
maybe).
PISCES The focus shifts
to other people. You need
their resources. Find creative
ways to show why they want to
help you. It’s a win-win.

03/03/10

Solution from 03/02/10

ACROSS
1 Bar mixer
9 Long pace
15 Tangy dessert
16 Deceive
17 Sets free
18 In the prior
month
19 Precisely
20 Shrek, for one
22 Beat
overwhelmingly
24 Taxing mo.?
25 Title role for
13-Down
30 Riled (up)
31 Has much too
much, brieﬂy
33 Self-centered
types
35 Jerusalem prayer
site
37 Negri of silents
41 Pelota catcher
42 Buck tail?
43 Unrestricted
trading areas
46 Le Car maker
47 “Michael Collins”
actor
48 Spaniards roll
theirs
51 Easy gaits
52 UFO pilots, in
theory
54 Discover with
effort
56 Wild West
showman
58 Edge (out)
59 Community west
of Montebello,
Calif.
63 Unwavering
67 Bureau
compartment
68 Like much of
Rossini’s work
69 Groups of eight
70 Lunch order that
can follow the
starts of 1-, 35and 43-Across
DOWN
1 Shifting
mechanism
2 Lost love in “The
Raven”
3 Düsseldorf
feature?
4 Cowboy’s

footwear
5 __-cone
6 Brief photo
sessions?
7 Craps cube
8 Man of many
morals
9 Disparaging
remark
10 1977
Bronson/Remick
mind-control
thriller
11 Stoolie
12 First name in
tyranny
13 Actor DeLuise
14 Rock producer
Brian
21 Hosts, at times
23 “And __!”:
“Absolutely!”
24 Said positively
26 Former Sanyo
competitor
27 Russian despot
28 WWII French
battle site
29 Nobel Peace
Prize city
32 Window sticker
34 Prepare
Parmesan
36 “Mustn’t do

Solution for 03/02/10

that”
37 Computer
connection
38 Letters near
zero?
39 O’Brien’s
predecessor
40 Med school subj.
44 Like Mr. America
45 Melancholy
48 Rabbitlike rodent
49 Backwoodsy
50 Soapbox output
53 Greenhorns
55 Marriage
acquisition

57 Propellers on
ponds
59 Tokyo, once
60 Pendulum path
61 Met
62 Defunct ﬂier
64 AQI user
65 One of a D.C.
100
66 Former Monterey
Bay fort
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Downey ● Continued from 1
“In the games that we lost, even though he was not on the
court, I got the sense that he felt like he lost the game as much
as the guys that actually did play,” Odom said.
But Downey didn’t just sit by while his teammates struggled.
He went to practice each day, and continued to grow under the
tutelage of then All-SEC point guard Tre’ Kelley.
“A lot of transfers, they kind of hang out. They don’t really
try to get better in their redshirt year. Devan worked
extremely hard as a redshirt guard that year and I think
he was very fortunate, and I think he’ll tell you this,
but I think he was fortunate to play against Tre’
Kelley everyday in practice,” Odom said. “He chose
not to take a year off. He worked extremely hard
everyday because Tre’ Kelley played hard everyday.
And that was a blessing to Devan.”
So when the time came for Downey to finally
take control of the team, he didn’t disappoint. The
Gamecocks may have finished just 14-18 that year, but
Downey was one of the bright spots – averaging over 18
points, three steals and five assists that year.
But Downey wasn’t done there. He set the USC single
season record for steals in a season (103) and broke the
all-time season steals record in the SEC in the final
game of the season.
“I think Devan’s a guy that obviously brings some
unique abilities to the table in terms of his ability
to score the basketball and to steal it and to make
individual plays,” USC coach Darrin Horn said.
“I think that’s an attribute that, in a lot of ways,
eliminates some things that we have to worry about as
a coaching staff, because you’ve got a guy that can do
those things.”
Going into his third year in the program, the bar
was raised tremendously when Downey helped put
together one of USC’s best records in recent memory – a
21-10 mark that included an SEC East Co-Championship
honor.
Now, in his final season, Downey has seemingly done the
impossible by raising his play to yet another level. The senior
has nearly doubled his career 30-point games, as Downey
has gone for at least 30 on five different occasions this season.
Most notably was a 30-point effort in a 68-62 over then-No.
1 Kentucky.
“He’s one of the greatest shot makers I’ve ever seen.
He may be the best layup shooter that I’ve ever seen
play,” Stallings said. “We even played against him when

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

he was a freshman at Cincinnati and he came in here and gave
us the business then. We’ve literally gotten four years of him.”
Downey’s numbers come as a surprise to some when they see
how tall he is. The roster lists him at 5-foot-9, but it seems to
be fairly generous. “People make a big deal about his size, and
he’s one of those unique players that has learned how to make
his size an advantage for him,” Stallings said. “Even though he’s
short in stature, he knows how to get you off balance and utilize
what he has to.”
The numbers speak for themselves. In his four-year playing
career, Downey has amassed over 2,000 points, 550 assists
and 300 steals.
At South Carolina alone, Downey is just two steals
away from tying the all-time mark with Chuck Eidson
at 272 and needs just 79 points to tie John Roche for
fourth all-time in points.
“He’s a great finisher. He can take a hit
and still make the shot. And the thing
that helps him do that is he concentrates
on making the shot and not getting
fouled,” Odom said. “A lot of people
go in and get fouled, and that was
their goal- to get fouled as they shot.
His goal is to make the shot after he
gets fouled. It’s a mental thing. It’s
a mindset.”
So despite what road lies ahead
for Downey in this postseason,
tonight’s 7 p.m. contest against the
Alabama will at least temporarily
mark Downey’s fi nal appearance
at the Colonial Life Arena.
“I’d like to see him compete. I’d
like to see him play in a way that
we’ve seen flashes of, throughout
the last two seasons,” Horn said of
what he hopes to see tonight. “When
he does that, he can do some special
things and I think it impacts the overall
energy our team plays with.”
Downey will dictate whether South
Carolina finishes with a losing record
during the regular season, or whether
he is able to pull them to at least .500
with a victory tonight.
“I think you’ll see what you’ve seen
all year, a lot of fight, a lot of character,
trying to put his team in position to win,”

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Alabama coach Anthony Grant said.
Grant expects Downey — who in all likelihood will see his
number retired before all is said and done — to be at his finest
tonight, as the senior looks to go out in style in the Capital City.
“Obviously, Devan Downey is one of the premier players
in our league,” Grant said. “We expect a great atmosphere.
Obviously, a lot of emotion, a lot of passion on their part, to send
their seniors out the right way.”
Horn agrees that it will come down to Downey — and fellow
seniors Brandis Raley-Ross and Evaldas Baniulis — and how
they face arguably their most important task.
“Quite honestly, I think a lot of it is going to come down to
how do they want to go out in their last home game?” Horn
questioned. “And how do they want to play? And dictate how
that game goes?”
But nothing that Downey does tonight surprise the man that
originally brought him to Columbia.
“Fifty [points]. I wouldn’t be surprised if he did that,” Odom
said. “I certainly would not be surprised at all if he had his
greatest night as a Gamecock. I wouldn’t be surprised at all if
he closed out his career in the Colonial Life Arena with his best
performance ever.”

2

Downey’s notable career moments:
First career 30-point game against Penn State (2007)
Set SEC single season record for steals in a season with 103
(2007)
Colonial Life Arena record 37 points against Clemson (2008)
Game winning jumper with 3.2 seconds left to defeat
Kentucky (2008)
Scored 11 points in 57 seconds against Florida (2008)
Scored over 25 points in first eight SEC games of season
(2009)
Has reached 30-point plateau five different times this season

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Softball travels to Rock Hill
Gamecocks to take on
Winthrop Eagles in rematch
of early February matchup
Sam Davis

STAFF WRITER

The Sout h Carolina G amecock s and
Winthrop Eagles will collide on the softball
diamond for the second time this year on
Wednesday evening, this time in Rock Hill for
a regular season matchup.
Last time, Carolina managed to earn
a 6-4 victory over the Eagles in Columbia.
Conditions may be a bit different this time
around though, as the two teams were lucky
enough to play in the sunny, 50-degree
conditions on Valentine’s Day but could
actually see some flurries on Wednesday night.
The Gamecocks have been held to four runs
or less in five out of its last six games, being
held to one run or less in three of those five.

USC coach Joyce Compton attributes the
lack of run production largely to the team’s
impatience at the plate, swinging at bad pitches
and sometimes even taking good pitches.
“Hopefully we’ll get them to control the
batter’s box the way we have done in the past.
We need to swing at good pitches,” Compton
said. “We’ve been swinging in the hole way too
often. We need to get ahead as batters and if we
can do that then I think your at-bats change.”
The numbers certainly back up Compton’s
assessment of the team’s problem. In its last two
games of the Strike Out Cancer Tournament at
FAU, Carolina’s strikeout-to-walk ratio from a
hitters’ standpoint was 8-1. Against Providence
and FAU on February 28, USC earned just two
walks while striking out 16 times.
That final game against FAU ended in nine
innings with a sac bunt by the Owls that scored
the only run of the game, wasting the one-hit
gem of Carolina sophomore Audrey Broyles.
Now, the challenge is putting this game out
of their heads so it doesn’t carry over into the
matchup against the Eagles.

“I think it’s important that we play in the
moment than we worry about something we
can’t control anymore,” Compton said. “When
we start playing in the past or in the future I
think that’s when we get in trouble and not play
in the moment.”
Approach i ng t he m id-week matchup
against an in-state rival, these two teams are
certainly very familiar with each other at this
point. Wednesday will mark the 51st time
that the two teams have played each other.
Under Compton, the Gamecocks have taken
26 out of 29 games and look to continue their
reign over the Eagles. At Terry Field, USC is
4-1-1, rarely facing any difficulties from the
Winthrop team. But while riding a minor
batting slump and facing a rival in their home
field, its important to play the game with the
same urgency as any other.
“We approach it the way we do anybody.
Take care of our business do what we’re capable
of doing,” Compton said. “Control the batters
box and defensively be aggressive. It doesn’t
matter how many times we play someone.”

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

First pitch is set for 6 p.m. on Wednesday
at Terry Field. Following the in-state battle,
South Carolina will travel to Tuscaloosa to
partake in the Midwest Challenge.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Club Rugby takes on archrival Clemson
Winner to advance USA
Rugby South Final Four
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

On Friday night, it’s not just a rivalry at stake. The USC A-Side club rugby team, currently
ranked No. 21 in the nation, will face off against Clemson, but the significance will go beyond
Gamecocks against Tigers, as a postseason spot is at stake. The winner will advance to the USA
Rugby South Final Four to face No. 6 Arkansas State.
“USC-Clemson games, whatever the sport, are fierce contests and rugby is no exception,” said
USC coach Geoff Mason. “USC has beaten them the last four occasions, and we want to continue
that trend and encourage students and faculty to come out and support us. It will be tough but I
am confident in our players and game plan.”

The Gamecocks, who stand at 18-3-1 on the year, are currently a win away from capturing the
first-ever Carolinas Rugby League Championship after wins over traditional powers ECU and
North Carolina earlier in the season. Only CU stands between them and the title.
This game means everything to our team, especially to us seniors. For us to finish our college
Rugby careers with a win at home against Clemson would be amazing,” team captain and club
president Anthony Hughes said. “This is the only thing standing between us and the playoffs, so
our whole season comes down to this game.
The match will begin at 7 p.m. on the Strom rugby field. Admission is free, and free koozies
will be handed out while supplies last.
“We beat Clemson for the first time in 15 years in front of a huge Carolina crowd (three years
ago) and we would love to have the same atmosphere again,” Hughes said. “Everyone should come
out and cheer us on, as we beat Clemson for the third time since that memorable night.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements
Lifeguard Training & CPR re-certification classes offered at Harbison. For
more info contact D. Cartee @ 781-2281

Apartments
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442
27 Apts (1-5 BR) almost on campus.
803.318.0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Housing-Rent
Elmwood Park 5BR 2BA home recently
remodeled, close to USC avail 6/1/10
$1,600 + sec dep. Call 429-3243
2BR 1.5BA Townhouse W. Cola
5 min to downtown $850. 261-9085.
4BR 2BA 1700 sq ft 616 Laurel St. Walking distance to Vista. Perfect for 4 stds.
Available July 2010. 422-5704.
PLACE ON THE GREENE CONDO
2002 Greene St convenient to Starbucks & Gourmet Shop and groceries
2BR 2BA. Renovated with great paint
colors, new fans and fixtures. All appliances plus washer and dryer and
cute balcony with view of Shandon. Assigned parking. & keyed secure entry.
Available Aug 1st $950/mo includes
water. Call Mike @ 413-2516.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

PT JOBS AVAILABLE
INNOVATIVE COURIER SOLUTIONS
IS NOW SEEKING A PT SUPERVISOR
Must have customer service and computer skills. The job entails working in a
fast paced industrial environment. Must
be able to make timely decisions and
multi task. Answering phones, dispatching drivers, resolving customer and contractor issues and sorting product in
warehouse. ICS is a courier and logistics
company. We offer specialized logistics
services throughout SC. PT
Warehouse sorter positions also
available 3-9 M-F
PTHours avail 16:00-22:00
$10/hr M-F Pt Supervisory
4-7 $8.50/hr M-F Sorters
email resume:
cjones@innovativecourier.com
Fax 409-0960

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Now & summer! Good pay & conditions
with lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com

Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors for all land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

Help Wanted
Restaurants
HARBOR IN SEAFOOD -Now hiring
servers/cashiers for day and night. Will
work with your schedule. Please apply
within 7375 Two Notch Rd 462-3498
Pasta Fresca seeking FT Servers.
Prior restaurant experience necessary
and summer availability required. If
interested, apply in person 3-6PM at
3405 Forest Dr. No phone calls please.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

4BR 2BA Shandon hd flrs Begin 5/10
$1345. 3BR NOW. $11095 318-0729
2BR 2BA - quiet neighborhood 6 miles
from dwntwn. Pets OK. Awesome Landlord! $715/mo. 439-2946

Help Wanted
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
$15 base-appt, flexible schedules, customer sales/svc, all ages 18+ conditions
apply, call 772-4112 or apply online
BestUSCjobscom

START A NEW CAREER
Lexington & Richland County has
ground floor opportunities outgoing, fun.
Men & Women NEED IMMEDIATELY
*No experience is required
*Some lifting required
Management trainee positions available
. Will provide necessary training
to earn high income.
Call Today , Start Tomorrow!!!
739-0180 Ask for Angie

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED NOW!!
PT Hours. Must have excellent
speaking voice! Earn $200- $500/wk.

Free cell phone!
Call 803-238-5780
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